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Editor’s Note
Clinical pathology is a medical specialty that is concerned with
the diagnosis of disease based on the laboratory analysis of
bodily fluids, such as blood, urine, and tissue homogenates
Molecular pathology is an emerging discipline within
pathology which is focused in the study and diagnosis of disease
through the examination of molecules within organs, tissues or
bodily fluids.
Journal of Clinical & Molecular Pathology is a multidisciplinary
peer-reviewed journal that publishes manuscripts on clinical
pathology, anatomic pathology, and application of molecular
biology, biochemistry, genetics, proteomics, chemistry,
hematology and microbiology for the diagnosis of diseases. The
journal focuses on the publication of manuscripts showcasing
current concepts and techniques as well as novel findings in the
field of clinical and molecular pathology.
As an editorial Board member for this journal I earnestly
acknowledge the highlights and various articles published in
2019, A Review article entitled “ Dental Pulp Capping: A
Literature Review” which was written by Dhaimy S, et al. reveles
the facts about The Evolution of Our Practice towards tissue
preservation which is leading us towards the conversation of
pulp vitality [1].
A literature review title “The success of pulp revascularization
in pregnant women” which was written by Dhaimys , et, al. [2]
discuss about the pathological conditions in pregnancy presence
a quite special period for healing and regeneration therapies
which is categorised by high serum concentration of growth
factors and pregnancy is the only periods that promotes the
regeneration mechanisms in an adult person
An article which discuss “ The biological approach of pulp
revascularization - a literature review ” reveals the root
thickening and maturation obtained after revascularization is
due to deposition of cementious and bony tissue in canal this
was written by Howmoddin A , et al [3].

As we all know lever plays a vital role in development and
pathogenesis of diabetis type 1 and its terbetic involvement is
likely to improve the status of patient with this type of disease. A
well concluded articles titled “Liver and Diabetes : molecular and
clinical outcomes” by ahed j alkhatib [4].
A combined literature review of “The combination utility of
hbme – 1 Gelatin-3 and brafv600e mutations in the diagnosis of
papillary thyroid carcinoma” [5].
On behalf of our editorial board members and our journal
team we would like to thank each and every author and
reviewers who constantly supported and encourage our journal
to become a prestigious one and to serve the scientific
community globally
The journal of clinical and molecular pathology earnestly
anticipates renowned prominent researches across the globes to
share their valuable presentations and noval ideas to the
scientific community and readers by sharing their manuscripts in
our upcoming issue.
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